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Corporate Strategy
Our Core Value
Creative people need a platform to express themselves. when that talent is
unique the platform must be created, and in doing so, the craftsman too become an
entrepreneur.

Innovation
We develop & design innovative products & systems to fulfill the customer's needs &
requirement.

Excellence
Our range of products provide creative building solutions which helps productivity &
efficiency.

Responsibility
We take pre & post execution of project responsibility in terms of solution offering like
design & drawing.

Transparency
we are clear & confident on system offering quality cost benefits and commitments,
we are committed to the highest levels of customer satisfaction and quality.

Loyalty
Our noble clients, customers & contractors were associated with us from the beginning
and they have extended their support continuously.

Mission
Our mission is to provide each of our clients the right choices to help their organization
succeed. Diamond Frames has an exceptional engineering and design team dedicated
to support our customer requirements. Along with experienced and professional sales and
production teams, We can ensure complete customer satisfaction.
s

Accurate & perfect evaluation of the product values in terms of performance &
productivity.

s

Establish brand image “Diamond Frames” of pursuing excellent services. creating
a brand presence.

s

System & product research to help the industry & setting up product research &
developments.
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Our Unique &

Creative Approach
separates us from the rest
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About Diamond Frames
Diamond Frames has been pioneer in producing innovative products & systems to build
environment friendly products. As a suspended ceiling, drywall systems manufacturing
company, we have extended our facility & services to other metros & two-tier cities,
like Kolkata, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Mumbai, New Delhi, Bhubaneswar, Raipur, Cochin,
Goa, Guwahati, Ranchi, Lucknow, in last 10 years with our capacity & strength. As we go
along with the market we develop new generation business houses. Our channel
partners are aggressive & dynamic towards the market services, Our core products
like suspended ceiling, drywall components are extensively used by Mega Corporate
Houses, Healthcare, IT & ITES, Financial Institution, Commercials Malls, Leisure, Factory &
Industries, Educational Institutions, Architects, contractors, Builders & Developers,
across the country. We have dedicated & experienced technical people
to ensure best services in the market in terms of selection of products, performance
of products & design. Our Products are manufactured with superior quality of raw
materials under the supervision of skilled technocrats in compliance with the
global standards. suitable for gypsum board plywood, cement sheet, calcium silicate board &
other building materials used for ceiling & partitions.

Setting standards for the industry,
Our company is well known as one of the well established
manufacturers for its excellent quality and versatility.

Why Choose us

We always develop innovative and sustainable solutions, to
actively support our clients.
We consistently exceed the expectations in order to improve
the quality of our products and deliver superior service.
We clearly understand our customer’s needs.
Wide distribution network.
Timely delivery of consignment.

Quality Policy

Our commitment to quality is unflinching, our
hunger for growth is deep-rooted and our
capacity for details is amazing. Over the
decades, we have demonstrated a rare
resilience and fortitude. Diamond Frames is
determined to improve productivity and focus
continuously on innovation and up-gradation of
its products and people.

Skilled Workforce
Our workforce is highly motivated and has a
long tradition of excellence in their respective
field of work. Our clients have confidence in
placing the success of their projects in the
hands of our craftsmen, because they know
that our employees posses a high standard
of experience, training, knowledge and work
ethics. We maintain a large, full-time skilled labor
workforce, which is provided to our clients on
the basis of their needs.
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Client Relationships

Long-standing client relationships are the
essence of our brand equity and our distinctive
value as an enterprise. The highest compliment
anyone could give us, "You people have done
everything you said you would do." Every promise is
a verbal contract, a commitment. We monitor each
client account every month. These relationships are
a great legacy and a very valuable franchise. Many
of our long-standing client relationships are based
on a handshake.

Product Development
Diamond Frames objective is to provide excellent
products and solutions to customers. We are
constantly aiming to improve our products in order to
provide more return on your investment.
we develop new standards to our products,
simultaneously delivering a cost-effective solution
for your requirements and adding additional value to
our products.
We use reliable technologies with modern methods
which does not harm human health.

Product Range
Our Pride
GI Frame Suspended Ceiling Systems
GI Partition Systems (Floor and Stud Channel)
1. Drywall Popular 75MM
2. Drywall Popular 100 MM (Single Skin)
3. Drywall Popular 100 MM (Double Skin)
4. Plan & Unplanned Permissible Load Ceiling Drywall
5. High Performance Partition Products
6. Solid Panel Partition Frames

Plasters
Superior Quality Diamond Plasters

DF Product Range

Accessories

A Product Range

Preferred & Referred
by Reputed
Interior Professionals
& Contractors
Improving
Lives

Quality
Products

Recyclable

Easy to Install

Rust Free

Protecting
the Environment

Stronger
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Diamond Frames Suspended Ceiling
Diamond Frames gypsum board false ceiling is a secondary ceiling,
suspended below the main (structural) ceiling. It may also be referred to as
a drop ceiling, false ceiling, suspended ceiling, drop in ceiling or drop out
ceiling and is a stress of modern construction and architecture in
commercial as well as residential fields.
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GI Frame Suspended
Ceiling Systems

Our Suspended Ceiling Product Range

Ceiling Section

Intermediate Channel

Perimeter Channel

Ceiling Angle

0.55mm thick, 80mm
wide having two flanges
26mm each placed at
457mm centers.

0.80mm thick, 45mm
wide having two flanges
of each 15 mm each
placed at 1220mm C/c.

0.55 mm thick ,
27mm wide having two
flanges of 20mm
and 30mm.

0.55 mm thick having
two flanges 10mm
& 25mm.

SPECIFICATION ( Diamond Frames with Gypsum Board)
s

M/F Suspended Ceiling which includes Diamond Frames perimeter channel of size 0.55mm thick
(having one flange of 20mm and another flange of 30mm and a web of 27mm) along with the
Perimeter of ceiling is screw fixed to brick/block & Partitions with the help of nylon sleeves & drywall
screws @610mm centers.

s

Diamond Frames Intermediate channel of size 45mm (0.8mm thick with two equal flanges of 15mm
each) from the soffit at 1220mm centers with ceiling angle of width 25X10X0.55mm thick are fixed
to soffit with Diamond Frame Soffit Cleat & rawl plug.

s

Diamond Frames Ceiling section of 0.55mm thick having web of 80mm & two flanges of
26mm each with lip of 10.5mm are then fix to the Intermediate channel with the help of Diamond
Frames connecting clip and in direction perpendicular to the Diamond Frames Intermediate
channel at 457mm centers.

s

12.5mm tapered gypsum board is then screw fix to the ceiling section with 25mm drywall screws at
300mm centers. Screw fixing is done mechanically either with a screw driver or a drilling machine
with suitable attachment.

Jointing & finishing:
Square and tapered edges of the boards are to be jointed and finished so as to have a flush look which
includes filling and finishing with jointing compound, jointing tape & two coats of suitable drywall primer.

Important point to be noted during installation
l

At the time of installation frame level must to be checked throughly, and kerosine oil to be used inside the
transparent tube instead of water.

l

Quality Rawl Plug to be used and Ceiling Angle to be suspended from soffit cleat with the help of self drilling
metal screw or 12.5mm long nut bolt .

l

Every junction of intermediate channel and ceiling sections must be connected with connecting clip.

l

Angle bead to be used to protect the exposed edge of gypsum board at the openings for light fixtures, air
conditioner grills or any other un protected core.

l

All the steel sections are marked with Diamond Frames ( registered trade marks & holograms)
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GI Partition Systems
Floor & Stud Channel
Diamond Frames offers a wide range of non load bearing light weight
partition systems
Diamond Frames partition systems are designed to offer high
performance to meet the most demanding criteria fire resistance,
sound insulation & greater height requirement.
Diamond Frames partition systems are easy to install with skilled
workforce.
Diamond Frames partition systems are manufacturing with high
standard raw materials to maintain the quality & standard.

Gypsum
Board
Floor Channel

Stud

Self Taping
Screw

50mm Glasswool
Insulation

Floor & Ceiling Channel
Diamond Frames Floor and ceiling channel made
of 0.55mm thickness galvanized steel sheet, to
fixed on floor and ceiling to support the stud in
drywall partition.

Metal Stud
Diamond Frames GI Stud made of 0.55mm
thickness galvanized steel sheet, fixed vertically
with the support of floor and ceiling channel in dry
wall partition system.

Drywall-Popular-75mm
Recommended height up to 3660mm
75mm thick metal stud drywall partitions which includes one layer of tapered edge 12.00mm thick
Paper Plaster Board is screw fixed with drywall screws of 25mm at 300mm centers to either side
of the 48mm Diamond Frames Stud (0.55 mm thick having one flange of 34mm and another
flange of 36mm made of G.I. steel) placed at 610mm center to center in 50 mm Diamond
Frames Floor and ceiling channel (0.55mm thick having equal flanges of 32mm made of GI
steel) with joint staggered to avoid leakage through joints and obtaining better performance on fire
and sound insulation. A Horizontal Flap/Strip 80mm width,(0.80mm thick having two equal flange
of 8mm each) has to be provided on both sides at the horizontal joint of the two boards.
Jointing and finishing
square & tapered edges of the board to be jointed and finished so as to have a flush look which
includes filling & finishing with setting compound, joint tape & two coats of drywall primer suitable
for gypsum board.
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Important point to be noted
during the execution
Floor and ceiling channel to be fixed on floor or
soffit with the help of metal screw in irregular
direction ( Please refer drawing ).
Boards joint to be staggered at the time of

Insulation

installation for both the layer of the boards.

Gypsum Board
Self Tapping
Screw

Stud

Boards & concrete or any other materials joints to
be sealed with silicon sealant to achieve better
result in terms of fire resistance and sound
insulation.

Tek Screw

Framing & boarding to be extended upto true
ceiling level ( slab or soffit) to achieve better sound
insulation in between the cabin.
All the corner edges to be protected with PVC or
Metal Edge Beading.

Track

Angle Bead

Gypwall-Popular-100mm
(Single Skin)

Recommended height up to 4572 mm
100mm thick Diamond Frames metal stud partitions which includes one layer of tapered edge 12.00mm thick Paper
Plaster Board is screw fixed with drywall screws of 25mm at 300mm centers to either side of the 70mm Stud (0.55
mm thick having one flange of 34mm and another flange of 36mm) made of G.I. Steel placed at 610mm c/c in 72mm
Diamond Frames Floor and ceiling channel (0.55mm thick having equal flanges of 32mm) with joint staggered to
avoid leakage through joints and resulting better performance on fire and sound. Provide Diamond Frames
Horizontal Flap/Strip (0.80mm thick, 72mm width with equal flange of 8mm) at the horizontal joint of the two boards,
finally tapered edges and square edges of the board are to be joint and finish so as to have a flush look which includes
filling and finishing with filling compounds and paper or fiber tape.

Important point to be noted during the execution
Floor and Ceiling Channel to be fixed on floor or soffit with the help of metal screw in irregular direction
( Please refer drawing ).
Boards joints to be staggered at the time of installation for both the layer of boards.
All the boards joints with concrete or wood to be sealed with silicon sealant to achieve better result in terms of
Fire and Sound.
All the corner edges to be protected with PVC or Metal Edge Beading.
Framing & boarding to be extended upto true ceiling level (slab or soffit) to achieve better sound insulation in
between the cabin.
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Gypwall-Popular-100mm
(Double Skin)

Recommended height up to 4270mm
100mm thick Diamond Frames metal stud partitions which includes two layer of tapered
edge 12.00mm thick Paper Plaster Board is screw fixed with drywall screws of 25mm at
300mm centers to either side

of the 48mm Stud (0.55 mm thick having one flange of

34mm and another flange of 36mm) made of G.I. Steel placed at 610mm c/c in 50 mm
Diamond Frames Floor and ceiling channel (0.55mm thick having equal flanges of
32mm) with joint staggered to avoid leakage through joints and resulting better
performance on fire and sound. Provide Diamond Frames Horizontal Flap/Strip
(0.80mm thick, 72mm width with equal flange of 8mm) at the horizontal joint of the two
boards, finally tapered edges and squire edges of the board are to be joint and finish so as
to have a flush look which includes filling and finishing with Filling Compounds and Paper
or Fiber tape.

Important point to be noted during the execution
Floor and Ceiling Channel to be fixed on floor or soffit with the help of metal
screw in irregular direction ( Please refer drawing ).
Boards joint to be staggered at the time of installation for both the layer of
boards.
All the boards joints with concrete or wood to be sealed with silicon sealant to
achieve better result in terms of Fire and Sound.
All the corner edges to be protected with PVC or Metal Edge Beading.
Framing & boarding to be extended upto true ceiling level (slab or soffit) to
achieve better sound insulation in between the cabin.
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a. Frame work has to be made as per Diamond Frames Specification.
b. Quality Rawl Plug to be used and Ceiling Angle to be suspended from soffit cleat with the help of self drilling metal screw or 12.5mm long nut bolt .
c. Every junction of Intermediate Channel & Ceiling Section, connecting clip must be used.
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1. The Load Bearing capacity will 50kg/sqm
if screw is fixed directly on stud.
2. The Load Bearing capacity will be 20-25kg/
sqm self drilling anchor bolt or mushroom
plug directly to gypsum board.
3. The above load bearing capacity is only
applicable if dry wall skinning has been
finished with similar kind of products
either side.

Specification
EXPOSED WALL CLADDING OR LINING (in this case minimum
spacing will be maintained between Solid wall & Lining)
According to the gape between solid brick / concrete wall & frames, floor & ceiling channel to be fixed on floor and soffit with the help of anchor
fastener / pvc fisher plug. Diamond Frames GI stud will be placed in between floor and ceiling channel, then Diamond Frames Intermediate
channel will be fixed at every 1800mm c/c horizontally and same will be connected to the brick / concrete wall by intermediate channel pieces
( Z shape ) with the help of self drilling metal screws and other end anchor fastener, which is connecting to the wall in horizontal direction at
required spacingfrom brick or concrete wall to lining.
This system can be used up to the wall height by maintaining the same system Z shape intermediate channel, support should be fixed at every
1200mm c/c.

Load Bearing
a. Upto 4 layers of board using 0.55mm thick channel.
b. Upto 6 layers of board using 0.75mm thick channel.
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DIAMOND FRAMES HIGH PERFORMANCE
PARTITION PRODUCTS

The gypsum plaster board partition are used only in office partition and commercial segment
as a divider, for the life span of 5-6 years, but now construction trend has been changed and
gypsum board partitions are used extensively in hospital, hotels, shopping malls, as well as
individual houses. for better performance and to achieve the specific goals like fire, sound,
greater height & durability. Diamond Frames has been introduced high performance
partition products to enhance the performance parameter. Diamond Frames are available in
0.75mm thickness & various sizes as product list.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
FLOOR

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
STUD

Diamond Frames High Performance stud & floor channels have been designed in
accordance with various building materials like plaster board, calcium silicate
board, cemented sheets, granite & marble, plywood, or any other skinning materials
which is used in partitions. Diamond Frames high performance stud & floor channels
can be used in moisture contain area to fix vitrified / ceramic tiles, marble or granite
also with solid background to with stand maximum load.

Boxing of Studs
Diamond Frames high performance stud & floor channels has been designed in accordance
to the high technical devices and unique profile to accommodate boxing of stud which is easy
to install and system is rigid & flexible. Boxing of stud with the Diamond Frames High
performance stud & floor channel will help to accommodate planned, unplanned & door
window frames supports due to the high rigidity & stability of the systems.

It is a challenging task for customers and endusers to obtain a crack free joint between joinery
and drywall, but Diamond Frames has been
developed a unique stud profile which will be used
in between the opening area with boxing type and
horizontal connecter, will be placed as normal
practices, with this systems non fire rated
products like timber and plywood could be
avoided.
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Diamond Frames PRODUCT

L TRACK

U TRACK

Uses of L Track & U Track in Drywall (Solid Panel)
Instant Drywall (solid panel) Partition system is widely used in commercial as
well as residential buildings for its easiness of installation. Solid panel Drywall
partition install with the help of U Track & L Track frame made of durable
galvanized steel. This solid panel drywall has all the advantages of a masonry
wall with added qualities preferred for construction and substitute for
conventional walls.

L TRACK & U TRACK
Suitable For Fibre Cement Panels

Instant Drywall (Solid Panel) Partition Frames
DF-GI- L Track
(0.80mmx80mmx3050)
Diamond Frames DF GI "L" Track made by
0.80mm thick galvanized steel sheet, 80mm
width with two flange of 27mm and 10mm
fixed on floor for 75mm solid panel partition.

DF-GI- U Track
(0.80mmx80mmx3050mm)
Diamond Frames DF GI "U" Track made by
0.80mm thick galvanized steel sheet, 80mm
width with two equal flange of 27mm fixed on
top of solid panel partition.
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Undulation to Perfection

Working Out Wonders with
TM
u QUALITY PRODUCTS
u IMPROVING LIVES
u PROTECTING THE

DIAMOND
PLASTER

ENVIRONMENT

Working Out Wonders with
u QUALITY PRODUCTS
u IMPROVING LIVES
u PROTECTING THE

DIAMOND
PLASTER

ENVIRONMENT

TM

Diamond make high quality Diamond Plaster product from the trusted house of Diamond
Frames Pvt. Ltd. Diamond Frames is a fast paced growing company with universal big ideas.
For over decade, We have been providing professional services combined with the trusted
reliability to our cherished clients. With a range of expertise, we have a strong relationship with
renowned stakeholders in the market.
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We understand that

EVERY PURCHASE
MATTERS
Benefits of Diamond High Quality POP
Direct single coat application
Totally maintenance free
It is compatible with any type of paint
Available in 20kg packaging

Technical Drivers of Diamond Plaster
Approx. Coverage - 80-90 m2/ton*
Initial Setting Time - 15 - 20 mins
Final Setting Time - 20 - 25 mins

Free of shrinkage cracks
Attractive and smooth finish
True color shade and gloss for paints
with enhanced light reflectance

Bulk Density (Dry) - 650 - 770 Kg/m3
Bulk Density (Wet) - 1.4 - 1.5 gm/m3

How to Apply Diamond Plaster

Diamond Plaster is a registered trademark of Diamond Frames Pvt. Ltd.

Product Range

CEILING SECTION

INTERMEDIATE CHANNEL

PERIMETER

CEILING ANGLE

SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEMS
S. No.

Products Name

Item Codes

THK*

Products Specifications

mm

Length
(mm)

1

DF-GI-Ceiling Section Premium

FDF-001

0.55

0.55 mm thick,80mm wide having two flanges 26mm each

12 Ft

2

DF-GI-Intermediate Channel Premium

FDF-002

0.80

0.80 mm thick,45mm wide having two flanges of 15mm each

12 Ft

3

DF-GI-Ceiling Angle Premium

FDF-003

0.55

0.55 mm thick, having two flanges 10mm and 25mm

12 Ft

4

DF-GI-Perimeter Premium

FDF-004

0.55

0.55 mm thick, 27mm wide having two flanges of 20mm and 30mm

12 Ft

SPECIAL SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEMS**
5

DF-GI-Ceiling Section Premium

SPFDF-005

0.75

0.75mm thick,80mm wide having two flanges 26mm each

12 Ft

6

DF-GI-Ceiling Angle Premium

SPFDF-006

0.75

0.75 mm thick, having two flanges 10mm & 25mm

12 Ft

7

DF-GI-Perimeter Premium

SPFDF-007

0.75

0.75 mm thick, 27mm wide having two flanges of 20mm & 30mm

12 Ft

STUD

FLOOR

PARTITION SYSTEMS
8

DF-GI-Stud - 48mm Premium

PDF-008

0.55

0.55 mm thick X48mm wide having two flanges 34mm & 36mm

8 Ft

9

DF-GI-Stud - 48mm Premium

PDF-009

0.55

0.55 mm thick X48mm wide having two flanges 34mm & 36mm

10 Ft

10

DF-GI-Stud - 48mm Premium

PDF-010

0.55

0.55 mm thick X48mm wide having two flanges 34mm & 36mm

12 Ft

11

DF-GI-Floor Channel 50mm Premium

PDF-011

0.55

0.55 mm thick X50mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

12

DF-GI-Stud -64mm Premium

PDF-012

0.55

0.55 mm thick X64mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

13

DF-GI-Floor Channel 66mm Premium

PDF-013

0.55

0.55 mm thick, X66mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

14

DF-GI-Stud -70mm Premium

PDF-014

0.55

0.55 mm thick X70mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

15

DF-GI-Floor Channel 72mm Premium

PDF-015

0.55

0.55 mm thick X72mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

16

DF-GI-Stud 92mm Premium

PDF-016

0.55

0.55 mm thick X92mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

17

DF-GI-Floor Channel 94mm Premium

PDF-017

0.55

0.55 mm thick X94mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

18

DF-GI-Stud 148mm Premium

PDF-018

0.60

0.55 mm thick X148mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

19

DF-GI-Floor Channel 150mm Premium

PDF-019

0.60

0.55 mm thick X150mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

* Thickness variation may occur + or - 0.05mm lot to lot.
** To be made against order.

SPECIAL PARTITION SYSTEMS**
20

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 48mm Premium

SPPDF-020

0.75

0.75mm thick X 48mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

21

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 50mm Premium

SPPDF-021

0.75

0.75mm thick X 50mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

22

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 51mm Premium

SPPDF-022

0.75

0.75mm thick X 51mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

23

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 53mm Premium

SPPDF-023

0.75

0.75mm thick X 53mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

24

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 64mm Premium

SPPDF-024

0.75

0.75mm thick X 64mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

25

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 66mm Premium

SPPDF-025

0.75

0.75mm thick X 66mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

26

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 70mm Premium

SPPDF-026

0.75

0.75mm thick X 70mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

27

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 72mm Premium

SPPDF-027

0.75

0.75mm thick X 72mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

28

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 76mm Premium

SPPDF-028

0.75

0.75mm thick X 76mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

29

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 78mm Premium

SPPDF-029

0.75

0.75mm thick X 78mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

30

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 92mm Premium

SPPDF-030

0.75

0.75mm thick X 92mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

31

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 94mm Premium

SPPDF-031

0.75

0.75mm thick X 94mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

32

DF-GI-Stud - 0.75 x 148mm Premium

SPPDF-032

0.75

0.75mm thick X 148mm wide having two flanges of 34mm and 36mm

12 Ft

33

DF-GI-Floor Channel 0.75 x 150mm Premium

SPPDF-033

0.75

0.75mm thick X 150mm wide having two equal flanges each 30mm

12 Ft

HIGH PERFORMANCE STUD

HIGH PERFORMANCE FLOOR

HIGH PERFORMANCE PARTITION SYSTEMS**
34

DF-GI-Stud - 48mm Premium

HPPDF-034

0.75

0.75mm thick X 48mm wide having two flanges of 47mm and 49mm

12 Ft

35

DF-GI-Floor Channel 50mm Premium

HPPDF-035

0.75

0.75mm thick X 50mm wide having two equal flanges each 49mm

12 Ft

36

DF-GI-Stud - 51mm Premium

HPPDF-036

0.75

0.75mm thick X 51mm wide having two flanges of 47mm and 49mm

12 Ft

37

DF-GI-Floor Channel 53mm Premium

HPPDF-037

0.75

0.75mm thick X 53mm wide having two equal flanges each 49mm

12 Ft

38

DF-GI-Stud - 64mm Premium

HPPDF-038

0.75

0.75mm thick X 64mm wide having two flanges of 47mm and 49mm

12 Ft

39

DF-GI-Floor Channel 66mm Premium

HPPDF-039

0.75

0.75mm thick X 66mm wide having two equal flanges each 49mm

12 Ft

40

DF-GI-Stud - 70mm Premium

HPPDF-040

0.75

0.75mm thick X 70mm wide having two flanges of 47mm and 49mm

12 Ft

41

DF-GI-Floor Channel 72mm Premium

HPPDF-041

0.75

0.75mm thick X 72mm wide having two equal flanges each 49mm

12 Ft

42

DF-GI-Stud - 76mm Premium

HPPDF-042

0.75

0.75mm thick X 76mm wide having two flanges of 47mm and 49mm

12 Ft

43

DF-GI-Floor Channel 78mm Premium

HPPDF-043

0.75

0.75mm thick X 78mm wide having two equal flanges each 49mm

12 Ft

44

DF-GI-Stud - 92mm Premium

HPPDF-044

0.75

0.75mm thick X 92mm wide having two flanges of 47mm and 49mm

12 Ft

45

DF-GI-Floor Channel 94mm Premium

HPPDF-045

0.75

0.75mm thick X 94mm wide having two equal flanges each 49mm

12 Ft

TRACK FOR SOLID PANELS
46

DF-GI- U Track ( 0.80mmx80mmx10ft)

SPTDF-046

0.80

47

DF-GI- L Track ( 0.80mmx80mmx10ft)

SPTDF-047

0.80

48

DF-GI- U Track ( 0.80mmx53mmx10ft)

SPTDF-048

0.80

49

DF-GI- L Track ( 0.80mmx53mmx10ft)

SPTDF-049

0.80

0.80mm thick x 80mm wide suitable for 75mm panels used for top
fixing having two equal flanges each 27mm
0.80mm thick x 80mm wide suitable for 75mm panels used for
floor fixing having two flanges of 10mm and 27mm
0.80mm thick x 53mm wide suitable for 75mm panels used for top
fixing having two equal flanges each 27mm
0.80mm thick x 53mm wide suitable for 75mm panels used for
floor fixing having two flanges of 10mm and 27mm

10 Ft
10 Ft
10 Ft
10 Ft
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* Thickness variation may occur + or - 0.05mm lot to lot.
** To be made against order.

Product Range
DF

ACCESSORIES

01

03

05

07

Shadowline
Stopping Bead /
Shadowline Strip
02

Horizontal
Connector

04

Horizontal Flap

06

PVC Self
Drilling Anchor

Angle Bead /
Edge Guard

Metal-Self
Drilling Anchor

Toggle-Bolts

*All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.
Actual product may vary due to product enhancement

08

10

12

14
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www.diamondframes.in

Diamond Frames is committed to a proactive
systematic approach to safety and health. It is
our objective to protect our workers from
personal injury and health hazards. We believe

Safety Policy

that all injury incidents are preventable and
working safely is a norm. Learning and
competence are essential for safe workplaces.
Setting and achieving work standards helps us
achieve our objectives like: Breed a positive,
proactive culture focused on prevention. Strive
for superior safety performance.

Our Presence
All India Networks

Delhi

Branch Office
Bangalore
No. 146/7-B (Near A2B Restaurants),
Thanisandra Main Road, S.R.K Post,
Bangalore - 560 077, Karnataka.

Telangana

Regd. Office

Hyderabad
H. No. 3-343/A, Survey No. 80,
Aditya Nagar, New Hafeezpet,
Serillingampally RR Dist.
Hyderabad - 500 050, Telangana.

#4, Corporation Shopping Complex,
Project - II, Brewery Road,
Shenoy Nagar, Chennai - 600 030.
Ph : 044 - 4230 7490, 2621 6699
Mob : 91 - 91767 68000

Mumbai
Shop No. 5, Chawl No. 9,
Porbandarwala Chawl, Chirag Nagar,
LBS Marg, Opp. Naval Park Depo,
Ghatkopar (W) Mumbai - 400 086,
Maharashtra.

Branch Office
Coimbatore
No. 1820, Tadagam Road,
Velandipalayam,
Coimbatore - 641 025, Tamilnadu.

Delhi

Authorized Dealers
(Chennai)

Channel Partners
BHUBANESHWAR - M/s. Krishna Enterprises - 09437036043.
CHHATTISGARH - M/s. B.S. Marketing - 09301707007.
COIMBATORE - M/s. AMK Enterprises - 09884626185.
KOLKATA - M/s. K.R. Builders - 09681161938.
GOA - M/s. Anirudh Associates - 09923142274.
INDORE - M/s. Unity Enterprises - 09893000067.
PUDUCHERRY - M/s. R.K Interiors - 09442484590.
COCHIN - M/s. Cauvery Buildtech Pvt. Ltd - 09895744873.

M/s. Arunachala Enterprises - 09840266072.
M/s. Ashok Enterprises - 09043151477.
M/s. Bharat Gypsum - 09841921485.
M/s. M.M Trading - 09841045996.
M/s. Kristal Marketing - 09940517284.
M/s. Royal Touch - 09841434642.
M/s. Ganesh Trading Co. - 09840140066.
M/s. Vasughi Enterprises - 09841982440.
M/s. Brilliant Innovative - 07092105105.
M/s. RSM Enterprises - 09962425538.

A-1-36, Ground Floor,
Near Bharat Petrol Pump,
MB Road, Lal Kuan,
Badarpur, Delhi - 110 044,
New Delhi.

Factory
Chennai
Mumbai

ISO 9001 2015

Authorized Project Sales Associates
CHENNAI - M/s. Home Studio - 9444083121.
KOLKATA - M/s. Royal Built Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. - 9831032447.

Diamond Frames Pvt. Ltd is member of
Indian Green Building Council.

Diamond Frames Pvt. Ltd
is an ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company

